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Abstract

In the medical domain, especially in clinical texts, non-standard abbrevi-
ations are prevalent, which impairs readability for patients. To ease the
understanding of the physicians’ notes, abbreviations need to be identified
and expanded to their original forms. This thesis presents a distributional
semantic approach to find candidates of the original form of the abbrevia-
tion, which is combined with Levenshtein distance to choose the correct
candidate among the semantically related words. The method is applied
to radiology reports and medical journal texts, and a comparison is made
to general Swedish. The results show that the correct expansion of the
abbreviation can be found in 40% of the cases, an improvement by 24
percentage points compared to the baseline (0.16), and an increase by 22
percentage points compared to using word space models alone (0.18).
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1 Introduction

Abbreviating words when writing a text is common, especially when the author
writes under time constraints and has a limited amount of space. For that reason,
some text types will contain a larger portion of shortened words or phrases.

There are abbreviations that are conventional and well known to most
readers (i.e., e.g., pm, etc.). Abbreviations that translate into some technical
term of a specialized domain are, however, harder for a lay reader to interpret.
Abbreviations might stand for some –to the reader– unknown concept, or
even be ambiguous in that the same abbreviation can have different meanings,
depending on domain context.

It has been shown that abbreviations occur frequently in various domains
and genres, such as in historical documents, messages in social media, as well
as in different registers used by specialists within a particular field of expertise.
Clinical texts produced by health care personnel are an example of the latter.
The clinical texts are communication artifacts, and the clinical setting requires
that information be expressed in an efficient way, resulting in short telegraphic
messages. Physicians and nurses need to document their work to describe
findings, treatments and procedures precisely and compactly, often under time
pressure. Intuitively, the clinical texts will contain abbreviations, shorthand for
various medical terms.

In recent years, governments and health care actors have started making
electronic health records accessible, not only to other caretakers, but also to
patients in order to enable them to participate actively in their own health care
processes. Since 2006, the Swedish government, through the Ministry of Health
and Social Affairs, has pursued a proposal (Persson and Johansson, 2006) of a
national IT strategy targeted at efforts in health care and adjacent areas. The
proposal has its starting point in that it has been established that patient security,
quality of health care and availability can be improved by means of IT support.
The idea originates from research in patient empowerment (Björwell, 1999), a
concept implying that the patient should be given greater influence in interplay
with health care personnel and have the right of decision in her own care. The
belief that the patient’s own view of her illness/disease and participation in the
health care process can help in obtaining the best possible health is viewed as
an important prerequisite to be taken into consideration. The objective is also
to focus on healthiness and the patient’s self care instead of focusing exclusively
on the disease, and if health care personnel can have confidence in the patient’s
individual knowledge about health to the same extent as they have for their
own expertise in the field of medicine, mutual responsibility can be taken in
order to attend to the patient’s health problem.

Giving patients access to their own health records does not, however, ensure
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that they can actually read and understand what has been written about them.
Several studies have shown that patients have difficulties comprehending their
own health care reports and other medical texts due to the different linguistic
features that characterize these, as well as the use of technical terminology and
medical jargon (Elhadad, 2006; Keselman et al., 2007; Rudd et al., 1999). It
has also been shown that physicians rarely adapt their writing style to produce
documents that are accessible to lay readers (Allvin, 2010). Besides the use
of different terminologies and technical terms, an important obstacle for pa-
tient comprehension of medical texts is the frequent use of – for the patients
unknown – abbreviations (Adnan et al., 2010; Keselman et al., 2007).

1.1 E-health
The activities described above are part of an area known as E-health1 which
implies incorporating electronic processes and communication in health care
practices. By supporting and expanding existing services by means of informatics
to increase information availability, the participation of patients in health pro-
cesses and communication between health care professionals can be improved.
It is a developing area and there are initiatives in Sweden: a selection of which
are described below.

Project Sustains2 was initiated in 1997 by the county council of Uppsala.
The project aims to develop an information system that can provide secure web
access to administrative data. This project was followed up by an EU (European
Union) project3 in 2012, where the objective was for all citizens of Uppsala
county to be able to view their journals online at the end of that same year. In
Stockholm county there have been similar efforts in the project Mina hälsotjän-
ster4, an initiative targeting at expanding and improving existing electronical
health services. Online access to patient records has been implemented on
different levels, ranging from a small private clinic in Skåne county to a project
pursued from Karolinska University Hospital5.

Although actions are taken in order to increase the availability of patient
records as an information source for patients, the readability problem discussed
previously remains. Providing online access to medical records for patients is
a big improvement in accommodating for information accessibility needs, but
the demands will not be fully satisfied until the content, i.e. the text itself, is
also adapted for the target population, i.e. patients.

From patient empowerment thus follows the need for better insight from
a patient’s point of view into the artefacts of her health care processes, e.g.
clinical texts (journals, discharges, referrals). These constitute a primary key in
communication procedures and are therefore of great interest in adapting to
the demands of modern health care. However, as stated before, the language

1http://www.jmir.org/2001/2/e22/
2http://www.tapraktik.se/resources/1/pdf/Artikel%20Sustains%20Allm%C3%

A4nmedicin%202004.pdf
3http://www.lakartidningen.se/includes/07printArticle.php?articleId=17784
4http://www.inera.se/Documents/Invanartjanster/Din_journal_p%C3%A5_natet/

SlutrapportDJN.pdf?epslanguage=sv
5http://www.minpatientjournal.se/
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in which these are written is not aimed towards the patient, and therefore
potentially abstruse to a lay reader. The patient records contain abbreviated
words and terms (Meystre et al., 2008) which are inherently difficult to decode
(Adnan et al., 2010), as a consequence of the time pressure under which they
are authored. The abbreviated terms are often unconventional, ambiguous and
can be specific to a certain subdomain (Skeppstedt, 2012). The difficulties in
acquiring the information in such documents lie, in addition to the medical
terms, in the use of abbreviated terms, which severely decrease the readability
(Adnan et al., 2010).

Information extraction is a common research problem in NLP (natural
language processing), with inter alia the purpose of performing such tasks as
the one described above. There have been multiple efforts in detecting and
expanding abbreviations, also known as abbreviation expansion, in clinical,
biomedical and technical data (Hearst and Schwartz, 2002; Henriksson et al.,
2012; Kokkinakis and Dannélls, 2006; Park and Byrd, 2001; Xu et al., 2007; Yu
et al., 2002). These studies aim to detect abbreviations in medical texts and to
map them to their corresponding definitions in medical abbreviation databases,
or to expand such resources that must be updated in line with an area that is
constantly changing and expanding.

Existing methods are often based on technical texts, a text type where
abbreviations appear defined (the corresponding full length word appears ad-
jacent to the abbreviation enclosed in parentheses, or the other way around).
However, this is not applicable to unstructured clinical texts, i.e. patient records,
where abbreviations will appear undefined. Thus, there is a need for developing
alternative methods in order to perform abbreviation expansion in unstructured
clinical texts.

1.2 Purpose and scope
Since most existing methods are insufficient for abbreviation expansion in
unstructured clinical text, developing methods that will perform this task is
necessary. Given the prerequisites of patient record text, i.e. clinical text, can
existing methods be combined and adapted in order to perform abbreviation
expansion? Alternative approaches to abbreviation expansion exist, but they
need further development.

The purpose of the current study is to extend an existing approach to
abbreviation expansion in clinical text. Attempts to map abbreviations to their
corresponding long forms in unstructured clinical text have been made by
Henriksson et al. (2012). In their study, a distributional semantics approach
is investigated, assuming that the relation between an abbreviation and its
corresponding long form is synonymic and can thus be captured using word
space models. Abbreviations and candidate expansions pairs extraction is made
based on co-occurrence information in a word space model, and the candidate
expansion selection is further refined using post-processing rules.

As the co-occurrence information of a word space model is purely statistical,
refinement of the selection process of expansion candidates is necessary. As a
similar orthographic representation can be expected for an abbreviation and its
corresponding long form, the hypothesis is that a word normalization procedure
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could be applied to extract plausible expansion candidates for abbreviations,
given a set of words that are semantically related to the abbreviation.

The current study will replicate a subset of the experiments performed
by Henriksson et al. (2012). Experiments of the current study will include
attempting to model the relationships between abbreviated words and their
corresponding long forms in clinical data, using co-occurence information
extracted from a word space model. The focus of the current study is to assess
whether a word normalization procedure is suitable for refinement of expansion
candidate selection, and the results of applying string distance normalization in
expansion candidate selection will be compared to the results of Henriksson
et al. (2012), where a set of post-processing rules are used for the same purpose.
The choice of method is motivated by the unstructured properties of the clinical
data. As no annotation of the data can be provided at this point, exploration
of distributional patterns and string distance measures could be another way
to efficiently extract abbreviation-definition pairs. The word space model also
provides advantages in being scalable and flexible to domain adaptation.

1.3 Outline of thesis
Chapter 2 presents a background. A definition of abbreviations is given, as
well as examples of clinical abbreviations. Following this is a section describing
related work in abbreviation expansion and word normalization. Finally, the
abbreviation expansion process is summarized, from a general perspective.
After the background has been given, distributional semantics and how word
co-occurence information in a word space model can be used is described
in chapter 3. Chapter 4 initially presents a description of the components
involved in the current abbreviation expansion process, as well as the data used
in the current study. Chapter 5 describes the experimental setup, accounting
for parameter optimization experiments. The results are presented, followed by
a discussion in chapter 6 and 7 and, in chapter 8, the conclusions.
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2 Background

This chapter initially presents a definition of standard and clinical abbreviations.
Related work in abbreviation expansion is then accounted for. The final section
gives an overview of the abbreviation expansion process.

2.1 Natural language processing in the medical
domain

NLP research in the area of medicine is referred to as medical NLP. Text
analysis is central, and has resulted in applications such as automatic extraction
of medical problems (Meystre and Haug, 2006) and information extraction in
genomics and molecular biology texts (Friedman et al., 2001). The text that
is commonly processed in medical NLP can be divided into two categories,
medical and clinical texts. The distinction between the two categories lies in
who the text is intended for (Meystre et al., 2008). Medical text is formal and to
this category belong articles from professional journals and specialist literature.
Clinical texts are written in a clinical setting and document a physicians work,
describing clinical findings, treatments and health care procedures (Friedman
et al., 2002). The syntactic structure of the clinical text bears traces of the
clinical setting’s demand for efficiency, and shorthand is for the same reason
also frequent (Henriksson, 2013). Abbreviations, which constitute linguistic
units that are inherently difficult to decode, are common in patient records
and, in addition to being frequently used, are often non standard (Skeppstedt,
2012). A fragment of a patient record from a coronary care unit is shown below
(partially artificial, i.e. not associated with a specific patient, rather describing a
relatively common occurrence), in which the typical syntactic structure of the
assessments in patient records is manifested:

Hypertoni o DM, brtsm och ST-lyft anteriort, PCI mot ockluderad proximal
LAD med 2 stent. Cirk stabil.

(Hypertonia and Diabetes Mellitus. Chestpain and ST elevation anterior wall.
PCI for occluded proximal LAD with 2 stent. Circulatory stable.)

It states (roughly) that a patient (with Hypertonia and Diabetes Mellitus) is
admitted to the hospital with chestpain and signs of ongoing heart attack, and
subsequently receives a heart blood vessel baloon dilation.
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Some of the words in the patient record fragment are abbreviated (bolded
words1) and these abbreviations are probably not recognizable for others than
medical professionals. An important step in processing of the text in order
to increase readability for a lay reader (who would strongly benefit from ac-
cessing the clinical information), is the translation of abbreviations into their
corresponding full length words.

2.1.1 Shortening of words

A general definition of abbreviations in English (Ritter, 2005), states that
shorthand falls into three categories. These can all be referred to as abbreviations.
An abbreviation can be formed by i) omitting the last character sequence of a
word, e.g. Prof. for Professor, to form a truncation, ii) merging the initial letters
of a sequence of words to form an acronym, or iii) merging some of the letters
– often syllable initials – to form a contraction. An abbreviation formed as a
combination of these three categories is also possible.

Abbreviations in general

The guidelines in Språknämnden (2000) defines Swedish abbreviations ac-
cording to the same three categories. The definition of Swedish abbreviations
states that abbreviations in written text can be formed in three ways, which
correspond to the three subcategories of abbreviated words mentioned above.

• Truncations. The word is abbreviated by truncation, i.e. keeping the
initial letter and additional ones succeeding it for clarification. The word
is usually truncated before a vowel, and the components (if formed from
a multiword expression) are ended with a period mark. Examples include
bl.a. for bland annat (inter alia), etc. for et cetera and resp. for respektive
(respective).

• Contractions. The abbreviation is formed from the first and last letter
of the word, and in addition one or more intermediate letters (that
characterize the word) can be included for clarification. Examples of such
are dr for doktor (doctor), jfr for jämför (compare) and Sthlm for Stockholm.

• Acronyms. The abbreviation is constituted by the initial letter(s) of the
word or compound components and is often written with uppercase
letters, e.g. FN for Förenta nationerna (United Nations), TV for Television
and AIDS for Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome. For Swedish, a more
strict definition of acronyms exists, stating that acronyms are those that
are pronounced as enunciable words, whereas abbreviations that are
pronounced letter by letter are not acronyms according to this definition,
but compound component abbreviations or initialisms (compare the
pronunciation of AIDS and TV).

1The character sequence ST is not an acronym, an ST elevation implies that the curve
between S and T is elevated.
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Clinical abbreviations

As stated in the previous section, the patient record fragment contains abbrevi-
ated words. Table 2.1 list the abbreviations and their corresponding full length
words and expressions.

Table 2.1: Clinical abbreviations and their corresponding full length words

o och (and)
DM Diabetes Mellitus
brtsm bröstsmärtor (chest pain)
PCI perkutan coronar intervention (Percutaneous Coronary Intervention)
LAD Left Anterior Descending
cirk cirkulatoriskt (circulatory)

According to the definition of abbreviations stated above, all three categories
of abbreviated words are present among those from the patient record fragment.
While a lay reader would be able to understand what an abbreviation stands for
in a general text, these clinical abbreviations expand to domain specific terms,
that could as a next step be substituted with more suitable synonyms in order
to improve readability.

2.2 Related work
Automatically detecting and expanding (i.e. translating abbreviations into full
length words) abbreviations is a problem that has been investigated in NLP
research. It is typically referred to as abbreviation expansion, which often
includes the step of first identifying abbreviations in text. The full length word
form of an abbreviation is sometimes referred to as the definition, although
I will use the term expansion for the remainder of this thesis (apart from
descriptions of related work where the authors have chosen to refer to it as
the definition). The text types that are explored in developing methods for
abbreviation expansion are naturally dense in abbreviations; an example of such
is technical literature.

As mentioned above, two steps are included in abbreviation expansion.
The abbreviation detection step is concerned with recognizing which of the
character sequences in a text document that constitute abbreviations. Once
a character sequence has been recognized as an abbreviation, the process of
mapping it to its corresponding expansion begins, and the extraction of the
expansion is typically performed by looking at immediate text context. The
result is a set of candidate abbreviation-expansion pairs. The performance of
the abbreviation expansion is typically evaluated using a manually constructed
gold standard, i.e. the desired output of the system from a human’s perspective.
Performance is assessed by means of performance metrics, and for this, the
standard information retrieval measures precision and recall are used. These
metrics are used in evaluation against the reference gold standard. Precision
is defined as the number of instances that have been labeled correctly, and
recall is defined as the number of instances that have been labeled among the
instances that are relevant for the system to label. True positives (tp) are the
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instances that have been labeled correctly, false positives (fp) are instances that
are incorrectly labeled as positive and false negatives (fn) are incorrectly labeled
as negative.

Precision =
tp

tp + fp
(1)

Recall =
tp

tp + fn
(2)

In the context of a holistic evaluation of abbreviation expansion, this means
that recall is defined as the set of abbreviations detected by the system, divided
by the total number of evaluation test set abbreviations. Precision is the number
of abbreviations correctly expanded divided by the number of abbreviations
detected by the system.

Automatically expanding abbreviations to their original form has been
of interest to computational linguists as a means to improve text-to-speech,
information retrieval and information extraction systems. Rule-based systems
as well as statistical and machine learning methods have been proposed to
detect and expand abbreviations. A common component of most solutions is
their reliance on the assumption that an abbreviation and its corresponding full
length word will appear in the same text.

2.2.1 Rule-based approaches

Taghva and Gilbreth (1999) are among the first to introduce an algorithm for
abbreviation expansion, automatic acronym-definition extraction. They use a
set of simple constraints regarding case and token length in order to detect
acronyms, and the surrounding text is subsequently searched for the correspond-
ing expansions using an inexact pattern matching algorithm. For the acronym
detection step, acronym-definition lists and stopword lists are used. The result-
ing set of candidate definitions for a detected acronym is narrowed down by
applying the Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) algorithm (Nakatsu et al.,
1982) to the candidate pair, in order to find the longest common subsequence
for acronyms and their corresponding candidate definitions. Training and evalu-
ation sets are from government documents, and in evaluation they achieve 93%
recall and 98% precision when excluding acronyms of two or fewer characters.

Park and Byrd (2001) present a hybrid text mining approach for abbrevi-
ation expansion. A set of requirements are used to detect abbreviations. The
requirements imply that the characters of the abbreviation candidate must be
alphanumeric, and the sequence must be of a specific length. Abbreviation
candidates are subsequently filtered using stop lists. Expansion candidates are
extracted by looking at sentence context surrounding the abbreviation candidate.
In order to extract plausible expansion candidates, heuristics that are based on
empirical observation of differences in character length between abbreviations
and definitions are used. Patterns are generated for the abbreviation and ex-
pansion of the candidate pair, which are used to generate rules describing how
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an abbreviation can be formed from its corresponding full length word form.
The rules are added to a database that is used for subsequent detection, and
rules are generated automatically and can be augmented as new documents are
processed. They report 98% precision and 94% recall as an average of three sets
of documents used for evaluation. However, they do not completely account
for their evaluation method, for example how partitioning of training and test
data is done.

Yu et al. (2002) develop two methods for detecting abbreviations and
mapping them to their expansions in medical text. The authors categorize
abbreviations as defined and undefined, the former being abbreviations that
are defined in the immediate text context, e.g. abbreviation plus expansions
enclosed in parentheses, while undefined abbreviations appear without any
adjacent expansion. A set of pattern matching rules are applied to the text in
order to detect abbreviations and to extract their corresponding definitions. For
undefined abbreviations, expansion is performed by abbreviation database look
up. They report 70% recall and 95% precision on average for defined abbrevia-
tions. They also find that 25% of the abbreviations in specialist literature articles
are defined and that of a randomly selected subset of undefined abbreviations,
68% could be found in an abbreviation database. In addition to this, they also
state that many of the abbreviations are ambiguous in that they map to several
full expansions in abbreviation databases.

Schwartz and Hearst (2003) present a method for abbreviation expansion
in biomedical literature by assuming that abbreviations and definitions pairs
occur adjacent to parentheses within sentence context. They use the same
requirements for abbreviation detection as Park and Byrd (2001). They evaluate
on a set of abstracts from MEDLINE2, which is a database and search engine
for medical articles, and also against a publicly available tagged corpus of
abbreviation-expansion pairs, and they report 96% precision and 82% recall.

2.2.2 Data-driven approaches

Kokkinakis and Dannélls (2006) explores extraction of acronym-expansion
pairs in Swedish medical texts. A two component method is accounted for: a
rule based component for detecting acronym-expansion pairs; the candidate
acronym-expansion pairs are used to generate feature vectors used as training
data in machine learning experiments for extraction of acronym-definition pairs.
The rule based component searches for acronym candidates according to a set
of acronym formation heuristics. When an acronym candidate is found, the
algorithm searches the text context of that candidate for the corresponding
definition. Their rule-based method reaches 92% precision and 72% recall, and
the best model in the machine learning extraction achieves an f-score of 96.3%.

Xu et al. (2007) present a two step model for creating a clinical abbreviation
database from clinical notes. They point out the distinction between clinical and
medical data, i.e. that abbreviations are not defined by an adjacent expansion
in clinical data, and what challanges that might pose for developing NLP
applications for abbreviation expansion. Abbreviations are detected by: word
lists look up, abbreviation pattern rules and two machine learning methods that

2http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed
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each uses a set of features concerning word formation, corpus frequency and
heuristics. After detecting abbreviations they create sense inventories for each
abbreviation by consulting clinical abbreviation databases. They report precision
of 91% and 80% recall for their best method for abbreviation detection. For
the second step, assessing whether the abbreviated terms that were found are
covered by the sense inventory obtained from clinical abbreviation databases,
they report 56%, 66% and 67% recall for three databases respectively. They
mention problems with detecting and expanding abbreviated medical terms
that contain punctuation and white spaces. These are incorrectly segmented
when preprocessed with a tokenizer.

In the medical domain, most approaches to abbreviation resolution rely on
the co-occurrence of abbreviations and definitions in a text, typically by ex-
ploiting the fact that abbreviations are sometimes defined on their first mention.
These studies extract candidate abbreviation-definition pairs by assuming that
either the definition or the abbreviation is written in parentheses (Schwartz and
Hearst, 2003). The process of determining which of the extracted abbreviation-
definition pairs are likely to be correct is then performed either by rule-based
(Ao and Takagi, 2005) or machine learning (Chang et al., 2002; Movshovitz-
Attias, 2012) methods. Most of these studies have been conducted on English
corpora; however, there is one study on Swedish medical text (Dannélls, 2006).
There are problems with this popular approach to abbreviation expansion: as
stated above, Yu et al. (2002) found that around 75% of all abbreviations in the
biomedical literature are never defined.

The application of this method to clinical text is even more problematic, as
it seems highly unlikely that abbreviations would be defined in this way. The
telegraphic style of clinical narrative, with its many non-standard abbreviations,
is reasonably explained by time constraints in the clinical setting. There has
been some work on identifying such undefined abbreviations in clinical text
(Isenius et al., 2012), as well as on finding the intended abbreviation expansion
among candidates in an abbreviation dictionary (Gaudan et al., 2005).

Henriksson et al. (2012) present a method for expanding abbreviations in
clinical text that does not require abbreviations to be defined, or even co-occur,
in the text. The method is based on distributional semantic models by effectively
treating abbreviations and their corresponding definition as synonyms, at least
in the sense of sharing distributional properties. Distributional semantics (see
Cohen and Widdows (2009) for an overview) is based on the observation that
words that occur in similar contexts tend to be semantically related (Harris,
1954). These relationships are captured in a Random Indexing (RI) word space
model (Kanerva et al., 2000), where semantic similarity between words is
represented as proximity in high-dimensional vector space. The RI word space
representation of a corpus is obtained by assigning to each unique word an
initially empty, n-dimensional context vector, as well as a static, n-dimensional
index vector, which contains a small number of randomly distributed non-
zero elements (-1s and 1s), with the rest of the elements set to zero3. For
each occurrence of a word in the corpus, the index vectors of the surrounding
words are added to the target word’s context vector. The semantic similarity

3Generating sparse vectors of a sufficiently high dimensionality in this manner ensures that
the index vectors will be nearly orthogonal.
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between two words can then be estimated by calculating, for instance, the
cosine similarity between their context vectors. A set of word space models are
induced from unstructured clinical data and subsequently combined in various
ways with different parameter settings (i.e., sliding window size for extracting
word contexts). The models and their combinations are evaluated for their
ability to map a given abbreviation to its corresponding definition. The best
model achieves 42% recall. Improvement of the post-processing of candidate
definitions is suggested in order to obtain enhanced performance of this task.

The estimate of word relatedness that is obtained from a word space model
is purely statistical and has no linguistic knowledge. When word pairs should
not only share distributional properties, but also have similar orthographic
representations – as is the case for abbreviation-definition pairs – normaliza-
tion procedures could be applied. Given a set of candidate definitions for a
given abbreviation, the task of identifying plausible candidates can be viewed
as a normalization problem. Pettersson et al. (2013) use a string distance mea-
sure, Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966), in order to normalize historical
spelling of words into modern spelling. Adjusting parameters, i.e., the maximum
allowed distance between source and target, according to observed distances
between known word pairs of historical and modern spelling, gives a normal-
ization accuracy of 77%. In addition to using a Levenshtein distance weighting
factor of 1, they experiment with context free and context-sensitive weights
for frequently occurring edits between word pairs in a training corpus. The
context-free weights are calculated on the basis of one-to-one standard edits
involving two characters; in this setting the normalization accuracy is increased
to 78.7%. Frequently occurring edits that involve more than two characters, e.g.,
substituting two characters for one, serve as the basis for calculating context-
sensitive weights and gives a normalization accuracy of 79.1%. Similar ideas are
in the current study applied to abbreviation expansion by using a normalization
procedure for candidate expansion selection.

2.3 Abbreviation expansion - a general description
As can be understood from section 2.2, existing approaches to detect abbre-
viations and map them to their corresponding expansions have some features
in common. Figure 2.1 describes the subprocesses involved in abbreviation
expansion, providing an overview of how abbreviation expansion is typically
performed.

A prerequisite for performing abbreviation expansion is, naturally, text
that contains abbreviations. During the abbreviation detection step, the text is
processed in order to detect character sequences that are plausible abbreviation
candidates. Some kind of linguistic knowledge is commonly used in order to
distinguish the abbreviations from other words in the text. As described in 2.2,
this can be achieved in different ways. A common approach is to define a set of
rules or requirements that must be met in order for a word to be extracted as an
abbreviation candidate, for instance restrictions on token length and letter case.
Attempting to match the character sequence to an entry in an abbreviation
database is also a viable alternative (if matched to a data base, the subsequent
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Figure 2.1: The abbreviation expansion process summarized, from a general perspective.

expansion step will of course be skipped). Once an abbreviation has been
detected an attempt is made to expand it, i.e. by mapping the abbreviation to its
corresponding expansion. If abbreviation expansion is performed on text where
the abbreviations are expected to be defined, i.e. where the expansion word will
most probably occur adjacent to the abbreviation, the surrounding word context
of the abbreviation candidate is searched for a character sequences enclosed
in parentheses, which, if found, will indicate a plausible expansion candidate.
Another set of requirements are applied to the candidate abbreviation and
expansion. For example, if the abbreviation or parts of it constitute a substring of
the expansion candidate, the word pair is extracted as a candidate abbreviation-
expansion pair. If the abbreviation does not occur adjacent to any character
sequence containing parentheses, the same set of substring requirements can
be applied to the words that appear in the nearby context of the abbreviation
candidate, or databases can be consulted. Abbreviation-expansion pairs can also
be used as training data for supervised machine learning alignment in order
to perform extraction. The final step in the process is evaluation, i.e. assessing
whether the detected abbreviations are in fact abbreviations, and if one has
managed to map them to their corresponding expansions.
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3 Word Space Induction

Assuming that an abbreviation and its corresponding expansion can be treated
as synonyms, this mapping can be captured in a word space model where word
pairs with similar semantic meanings can be extracted. This chapter aims to
describe the idea of distributional semantics, how to induce a word space model
from language data and how the resulting representation is used to extract the
desired information. For the reader who wants to immerse themselves into the
realm of word spaces, I recommend further reading in Sahlgren (2006).

3.1 Distributional semantics
When trying to describe and draw conclusions about language, it is sometimes
desirable to be able to classify words not only according to conventionalized
classification categories such as part-of-speech classes, but also by their distribu-
tional co-occurrence patterns. When describing words in such a setting, there
are two types of relationships that define relatedness. The concept of these
relations (and the terms that denote them) are used in structural linguistics for
describing the functional relationship between words. Syntagmatic relationships
denotes words that co-occur in a sequential fashion, typically a head-word and
its argument(s): "I have a headache", where "have" and "headache" are words
sharing a syntagmatic relation. Another desirable way of defining co-occurrence
distributions are paradigmatic relations, where one aims to capture the substitu-
tional relationship between words. Consider again the example sentence "I have
a headache" and another example sentence "I have a bellyache". The relation
that we want to capture here is between the words "headache" and "bellyache",
which are related in the way that they can be applied to the same context.
These relations are known as paradigmatic. The paradigmatic relationship not
only describes what words can be substituted with each other in a specific
context, but also captures a semantic relation between those words. Given a
specific context, there are categories of words that are applicable to a specific
position that is surrounded by the given context. In the example sentences
above, the paradigmatically related words "headache" and "bellyache" both
denote a condition of pain, but in different parts of the body. One could thus
say that both words belong to the same semantic category (pain in different
body parts). Thus, by extracting paradigmatic relations between words in a
text, we can, given a word, see what other words there are that occur in similar
contexts, i.e. words with similar distributional patterns.

Abbreviations and their definitions are in the current study regarded as
being substitutional, and for this reason being able to extract these relationships
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in order to utilize them for abbreviation expansion seems highly relevant when
most existing methods are insufficient in the context of unstructured clinical
data containing undefined abbreviations. In order for the reader to understand
how the word space can be used to extract these relationships, a short theoretical
review of word space modeling is given below.

Consider the example sentence "I had a headache and took some aspirin".
The context region is for now defined as one word on the lefthand side and
one word on the righthand side. An example of context would thus be: the
context region of the word "headache" are the words "a" and "and". One way of
representing these co-occurrence counts is to put each one of the words of the
example sentence above on a row in a table and for each of the words associate
them with its co-occurrents (the co-occurring word itself and the number of
times it co-occurs with the word on the table row). An example of such can be
seen in table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Table of co-occurrents

Word Co-occurrents

I have (1)
have I (1), a (1)
a have (1), headache (1)
headache a (1), and (1)
and headache (1), took (1)
took and (1), some (1)
some took (1), aspirin (1)
aspirin some (1)

This table can be transformed into a co-occurrence matrix, where only the
co-occurrence frequencies are represented, and the co-occurrence list of each
word is adjusted to the same length by putting zeros in those cells where the co-
occurrence frequency of two words is equal to zero. The resulting co-occurrence
matrix derived from the example sentence can be seen in table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Table of co-occurrent counts

I have a headache and took some aspirin

I 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
have 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

a 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
headache 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0

and 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
took 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
some 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

aspirin 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

The result of this is that the context of each word is represented as a list
of ordered numbers that contain the co-occurrence counts of the surrounding
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words. Thus we have represented word context in the form of vectors that are
the sum of the words’ contexts. These vectors have the inherent property of
denoting a location in an n-dimensional space (co-occurrence counts represent
coordinates), where the space represents the contexts. In this space, distance
can be measured between locations that the vector coordinates give. Vectors
that have a small distance between them have similar elements in them, and
vectors that are "far apart" are dissimilar. In the setting of co-occurrence counts
of words in written language, the words that occur in similar contexts will be
represented by vectors that contain similar co-occurrence counts (in the same
positions) and will thus be located closely in the context space, also called a
word space (I will for the remainder of this thesis use the term word space to
denote the context space).

3.2 Word space algorithms
The co-occurrence matrix is the foundation of the algorithms that perform
word space induction from written language data. One of the most known word
space algorithms is Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Dumais and Landauer,
1997). LSA was developed for information retrieval, motivated by the prob-
lem of handling query synonymy. LSA enables retrieval of documents that are
relevant to the query by grouping together words and documents with similar
context vectors but does not contain the query term itself. The inventors of this
algorithm addressed the problem of the potentially very high dimensionality
of the word space. Recalling the word co-occurrence matrix and the context
vectors derived from it, the number of dimensions of a word space derived
from such a matrix is the same as the number of words in the written language
data used to assemble the matrix. Here a conflict arises: on the one hand we
want as much data as possible to put into our co-occurrence matrix to be able
to statistically rely on the conclusions we draw from this model of language use.
On the other hand, the size of this matrix will be huge assembled from any
reasonably sized written language sample and thus become hard to handle with
regard to efficiency and scalability of the word space algorithm. The answer
to this problem is dimensionality reduction, performed by factorization of
the vectors, resulting in a reduction of the dimensionality while retaining as
much of the information as possible (this reduction can in its simplest form
also be done by removing words of undesirable categories, i.e. words belonging
to closed classes such as function words with little or no semantic meaning).
LSA provides a partial solution to the dimensionality problem by decomposing
the co-occurrence matrix into several smaller matrices. The smaller matrices
contain factors, such that if the smallest ones are disregarded when assembling
the smaller matrices into the original one, this resulting matrix is an approxima-
tion of the original co-occurrence matrix which makes computation of vector
similarity manageable.

Another algorithm that addresses the problem of the very high dimension-
ality of word spaces a different way, is Random Indexing (RI) (Kanerva et al.,
2000). Instead of first collecting the co-occurrence matrix and then applying
some dimensionality reduction technique to it in order to make it feasible
to compute vector similarity, it omits the step of assembling the matrix and
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incrementally accumulates contexts as it advances through the text. The RI
word space is constructed by initially assigning all the words in the text data
an empty context vector and a unique, randomly generated index vector. The
index vector is populated by a small number of non zero elements (1s and -1s),
which are randomly distributed. Both vectors have the same dimensionality,
which is a predefined number. For each word in the text, the index vectors of
the words within a predefined context region are added to the context vector
of that word. If the context region is set to two words on the lefthand and on
the righthand side of a word, the context vector of that word is the sum of the
index vectors of the contexts, i.e. two words on the lefthand and two words on
the righthand side. Returning to quantifying semantic similarity by means of
context vectors, the distance between the context vectors in the RI word space
can be measured to estimate how similar they are.

The RI word space algorithm models context with a non-directional context
window, meaning that it does not differentiate between sentences such as
"Martin told Mia to stay" and "Mia told Martin to stay". However, it has
been shown that the word space algorithms can benefit from incorporating
some structural information when encoding context information for words,
for example enriching the co-occurrence information with syntactic relations
(Padó and Lapata, 2007) and morphological normalization of the text data by
lemmatization (Karlgren and Sahlgren, 2001). Returning to the example above,
Sahlgren et al. (2008) have shown that encoding word order in the context
vectors of the word space improves results in a synonym test. Their solution to
the problem, inspired by the work of Jones and Mewhort (2007), is Random
Permutation (RP) (Sahlgren et al., 2008). In the RP word space, word order of
the contexts are encoded by adding a permuted version of the contexts’ index
vectors to the context window of the target word which enables storing of
information about whether the context occurred to the left or to the right of
the target word. The words that are similar to a query word in the RP word
space thus have a greater probability of having the same grammatical properties
as the query word.

Another important property of the word space is how to represent and
compute distributional or semantic similarity between the context vectors.
There are different ways to go about this, but the measures of similarity can be
divided into two categories: similarity measures and distance measure (Sahlgren,
2006). The distance measures give a low score for objects that are closely located
in the vector space and a high score for those that are far apart. The similarity
measure, however, gives high scores for objects that are similar in the sense
that their context vectors are similar. In the current study, the cosine of the
angle between vectors is computed in order to measure similarity (see formula
3 below), i.e. proximity in the n-dimensional vector space. The cosine of the
angle between two vectors will give a value of 1 if the vectors are identical, and
0 if they are orthogonal.
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The cosine of the angles is computed by first calculating the scalar, or dot
product between two vectors, followed by division by the norms of the vectors.

cos(−→x ,−→y ) = x · y

|x ||y| =
n∑
i=1

xiyi√
n∑
i=1

x2
i

√
n∑
i=1

y2
i

(3)

The latter step in this process is done in order to normalize, which in turn
has the advantage of mitigating problems with measuring similarity by scalar
product only, which can be misleading for very frequent words. It is also the
most frequently used word space metric and it is favorable because it is efficient
to compute (Sahlgren, 2006).
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4 Abbreviation Expansion - the Current
study

The method of this thesis is presented in this chapter. The approach to ab-
breviation expansion undertaken in the current study will be described in a
flowchart, similarly to the description in Figure 2.1. The experimental setup
will be accounted for in chapter 5.

The prerequisites are quite different for abbreviation expansion in clinical
text, foremost in extracting plausible expansion candidates. Detection of ab-
breviations can still be done using rules and requirements, or in some cases
abbreviation databases. However, using abbreviation databases for abbreviation
matching can be insufficient for expansion of clinical abbreviations. Meystre
et al. (2008) state that the abbreviations in clinical text often are often non
standard, and they will therefore probably not be present in such a database. In
the expansion step, one also cannot rely on searching the nearby context of an
abbreviation for its corresponding expansion; clinical abbreviations will most
probably appear undefined.

If we review the notion of context, in the setting of unstructured clinical
data, how can extraction of clinical abbreviation-expansion pairs then be per-
formed? The relationship between an abbreviation and its expanded form can,
as stated before, be viewed as synonymic. The abbreviation and its expanded
form both refer to exactly the same concept, and we can therefore expect them
to occur in a similar word context. This assumption can thus serve as the basis
for extraction of plausible expansion candidates in unstructured clinical text.

Motivated by the issues stated above, the current study focuses on the
expansion step, i.e. mapping abbreviations to their corresponding expansions.
Abbreviation detection in clinical data is not investigated in the current study,
and is therefore not included in the experiments. Extraction of abbreviations
is, however, undertaken as a part of the current study; not with the purpose of
evaluating performance of abbreviation detection in clinical data, but rather as
the task of creating a reference standard to be used in evaluation.

The current study aims to replicate and extend a subset of the experiments
conducted by Henriksson et al. (2012), namely those that concern the abbrevi-
ation expansion task. This includes the various word space combinations and
the parameter optimization. The evaluation procedure is similar to the one
described in Henriksson et al. (2012). The current study, however, focuses on
post-processing of the semantically related words by introducing a filter and a
normalization procedure in an attempt to improve performance.

Figure 4.1 gives an overview that describes the abbreviation expansion of
the current study. As stated in 2.2, abbreviation expansion can be viewed as a
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Figure 4.1: The abbreviation expansion process of the current study.

two-step procedure, where the first step involves detection, or extraction, of
abbreviations, and the second step involves identifying plausible expansions.
Here, the first step was achieved by extracting abbreviations from a clinical
corpus with clinical abbreviation detection software and using a list of known
medical abbreviations. The second step was performed by first extracting a set
of semantically related words for each abbreviation and treating these as initial
expansions. More plausible expansions of each abbreviation were then obtained
by filtering the expansion words and applying a normalization procedure.
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4.1 Data
Four corpora were included in the current study: two clinical corpora, a medical
(non-clinical) corpus and a general Swedish corpus (Table 4.1). The clinical
corpora were used to induce word space models, and the medical corpus and
general Swedish corpus were used for baselines.

Table 4.1: Statistical descriptions of the corpora

Corpus #Tokens #Types #Lemmas

SEPR 109,663,052 853,341 431,932
SEPR-X 20,290,064 200,703 162,387
LTK 24,406,549 551,456 498,811
SUC 1,166,593 97,124 65,268

4.1.1 Stockholm Electronic Health Record Corpus

The clinical corpora are subsets of the Stockholm EPR Corpus Dalianis et al.,
2009, comprising health records for over one million patients from 512 clinical
units in the Stockholm region over a five-year period (2006-2010)1. One of
the clinical corpora contains records from various clinical units, for the first
five months of 2008, henceforth referred to as SEPR, and the other contains
radiology examination reports, produced in 2009 and 2010, the Stockholm EPR
X-ray Corpus (Kvist and Velupillai, 2013) henceforth referred to as SEPR-X.

The clinical corpus data was extracted from a data base into a csv-file, where
each row corresponded to one patient record. The column in the csv-file that
contained the physician’s assessment was extracted into one text file per record.
Two data sets were created for each corpus, one where stop words had been
removed and one where stop words were retained. The clinical corpus data was
lemmatized using Granska (Knutsson et al., 2003).

4.1.2 The Journal of the Medical Association Corpus

The experiments in the current study also included a medical corpus. The elec-
tronic editions of Läkartidningen (Journal of the Swedish Medical Association),
with issues from 1996 to 2010, have been compiled into a corpus (Kokkinakis,
2012), here referred to as LTK. Electronic editions from the years 1996-2010
were retrieved2 in xml file format where each row corresponded to a word in
the corpus, with additional information such as lemma form and part-of-speech.
For each word in the corpus, the lemma form was extracted.

1This research has been approved by the Regional Ethical Review Board in Stockholm
(Etikprövningsnamnden i Stockholm), permission number 2012/2028-31/5

2https://svn.spraakdata.gu.se/sb-arkiv/pub/korpusar/
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4.1.3 Stockholm Umeå Corpus

To compare the medical texts to general Swedish, the third version of the
Stockholm Umeå Corpus (SUC 3.0) (Källgren, 1998) was used. SUC is a
balanced corpus and consists of written Swedish texts from the early 1990’s
from various genres. SUC was accessed through The Department of Linguistics
at Stockholm University in conll-file format, i.e. a tab-separated file where each
row contained inter alia word and lemma form for each of the corpus entries.
All the lemmas were extracted from the corpus.

4.1.4 Reference standards

A list of medical abbreviation-definition pairs was used as test data and treated
as the reference standard in the evaluation. The list was derived from a list of
known medical abbreviations (Cederblom, 2005) and comprised 6384 unique
abbreviations from patient records, referrals and scientific articles. To increase
the size of the test data, the 40 most frequent abbreviations were extracted by a
heuristics-based clinical abbreviation detection tool called SCAN Isenius et al.,
2012. A domain expert validated these abbreviations and manually provided
the correct expansion(s).

An inherent property of word space models is that they model semantic
relationships between unigrams. There are, however, abbreviations that expand
into multiword expressions. Ongoing research on modeling semantic composi-
tion with word space models exists, but, in the current study abbreviations that
expanded to multiword definitions were simply removed from the test data set.
The two sets of abbreviation-expansion pairs were merged into a single test set,
containing 1231 unique entries in total.

In order to obtain statistically reliable semantic relations in the word space,
the terms of interest must be sufficiently frequent in the data. As a result, only
abbreviation-expansion pairs with frequencies over 50 in SEPR and SEPR-X,
respectively, were included in each test set. The SEPR test set contains 328
entries and the SEPR-X test set contains 211 entries. Each of the two test data
sets is split into a development set (80%), for model selection, and a test set
(20%), for final performance estimation.

4.2 Abbreviation extraction
As mentioned above, the detection step in abbreviation expansion is outside the
scope of the current study. However, in order to perform abbreviation expansion,
one needs abbreviations to expand, i.e. a reference standard for performance
assessment. Abbreviation detection software was used on clinical text corpora
for this purpose, and in addition to the output from the software a list of known
medical abbreviations was used to compile a test set of abbreviation-expansion
pairs (as described above).
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4.3 Expansion word extraction
For most of the methods previously described in 2.2, extraction of initial expan-
sion candidates implied searching the context of the abbreviation. Given the
prerequisites of clinical text, one must attempt other ways of finding plausible
expansions for an abbreviation. Considering the relationship between an abbre-
viation and its expansion as synonymic, the words that constitute this pair can
be expected to hold the same positions in a sentence, thus being semantically
related. In the word space model, such relationships are represented by enabling
extraction of words with similar co-occurrence patterns. This was applied in
the current study by extracting semantically related words and treating them as
initial expansion candidates in order to expand abbreviations.

4.4 Filtering expansion words
Since the word space representation of relationships is based on co-occurrence
information and is purely statistical, and thus has no lexical knowledge about
words, post-processing of the semantically related words is necessary to refine
the selection of plausible expansion candidates. As a first step, requirements
regarding the initial letters of the abbreviation and expansion word, as well
as the order of the characters of the abbreviation relative to the expansion
word were defined for this purpose. The difference in string length for the
abbreviation and expansion word was also restricted based on string length
differences observed among abbreviation-expansion pairs.

4.5 Levenshtein distance normalization
Given the expansion words that were filtered in order to select candidates for
normalization, a string distance measure was used in order to produce a final
list of plausible expansion candidates.

A string distance is the measure of how close two strings are, i.e. how alike
they are. An instance of such a distance measure is minimum edit distance
(Wagner and Fischer, 1974). The minimum edit distance between a source
string and a target string is defined as the number of edit operations needed
in order to transform the source into the target. Permitted edit operations are
insertion, deletion and substitution of characters. The edit distance alignment
between the source string RTG and the target string RÖNTGEN (Swedish for
X-ray) is shown below, an example of an abbreviation-expansion pair that was
part of the test data set.

R ∗ ∗ T G ∗ ∗

| | | | | | |

R Ö N T G E N
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As can be seen in the example, R, T and G in the source string aligns
with R, T and G in the target string. The remaining characters are inserted to
produce the target string. This equals four operations (i.e. insertions) in order
to transform the source string to the target string.

In assigning each of the operations a cost, a numeric value of the distance
between source and target is obtained. Assigning each edit operation a cost of 1
gives the Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966) between two strings. The
example above thus has a Levenshtein distance of 4.

As the orthographical representation of an abbreviation and its correspond-
ing expansion will be similar, they can be assumed to be found within a fairly
small distance. For that reason, the Levenshtein distance measure was used to
generate a list of from the previously filtered words that were closest to the
abbreviation, according to observed Levenshtein distances for abbreviation-
expansion pairs in the development sets.

4.6 Evaluation
The final step in the process was evaluation. The standard performance metrics
recall and precision were used to assess performance. Recall was defined as how
many of the abbreviations were connected with a list that actually held the
correct expansion at any of the ten positions. Precision was computed with
regard to the expansion candidate list and what position the correct expansion
holds. How these metrics were defined and calculated in the current study is
described exhaustively in 5.4.
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5 Experimental Setup

This chapter describes the experimental setup. The parameter optimization
experiments regarding model selection as well as string length differences and
Levenshtein distances will be accounted for, as well as the results of performing
abbreviation expansion on the development sets.

5.1 Expansion word extraction - word space
parameter optimization

For the experiments where semantically related words were used for extraction
of expansion words, the top 100 most correlated words for each of the abbrevi-
ations were retrieved from each of the word space model configurations that
achieved the best results in the parameter optimization experiments.

The objective of the current study is not to investigate what the optimal
parameter settings for word space induction for abbreviation expansion are.
The work that the current study is based on, that of Henriksson et al. (2012),
includes experiments with various context window sizes and model configura-
tions for abbreviation expansion. In order to enable comparison to their results,
a sub set of their experimental setup for the word space induction parameter
optimization was used in the current study.

The optimal parameter settings of a word space vary with the task and data
at hand. It has been shown that when modeling paradigmatic (e.g., synony-
mous) relations in word spaces, a fairly small context window size is preferable
(Sahlgren, 2006). Following the best results of Henriksson et al. (2012), the
current study included experiments with window sizes of 1+1, 2+2, and 4+4.

Two word space algorithms were explored in the current study: Random
Indexing (RI), to retrieve the words that occur in a similar context as the query
term, and Random Permutation (RP), which also incorporates word order
information when accumulating the context vectors (Sahlgren et al., 2008).
In order to exploit the advantages of both algorithms, and to combine models
with different parameter settings, RI and RP model combinations were also
evaluated. The models and their combinations were:

• Random Indexing (RI): words with a contextually high similarity are
returned; word order within the context window is ignored.

• Random Permutation (RP): words that are contextually similar and used
in the same relative positions are returned; these are more likely to share
grammatical properties.
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• RP-filtered RI candidates (RI_RP): returns the top ten terms in the RI
model that are among the top thirty terms in the RP model.

• RI-filtered RP candidates (RP_RI): returns the top ten terms in the RP
model that are among the top thirty terms in the RI model.

• RI and RP combination of similarity scores (RI+RP): sums the cosine
similarity scores from the two models for each candidate term and returns
the candidates with the highest aggregate score.

All models were induced with three different context window sizes for
the two clinical corpora, SEPR and SEPR-X. For each corpus, two variants
were used for word space induction, one where stop words were removed and
one where stop words were retained. All word spaces were induced with a
dimensionality of 1000.

For parameter optimization and model selection, the models and model
combinations were queried for semantically similar words. For each of the
abbreviations in the development set, the ten most similar words were retrieved.
Recall was computed with regard to this list of candidate words, whether or
not the correct expansion was among these ten candidates. Since the size of
the test data was rather limited, 3-fold cross validation was performed on the
development set for the parameter optimization experiments.

The results of the top scoring models for SEPR and SEPR-X in word space
parameter optimization can be seen in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2

Table 5.1: SEPR word space parameter optimization results. A model name containing .stop
indicates that the model was induced from a data set where stop words had been removed.

Model configuration Recall Standard deviation
RP.2+2_RI.4+4 0.25 0.03
RI.4+4+RP.4+4 0.25 0.04
RI.2+2+RP.4+4 0.25 0.04
RI.1+1+RP.2+2 0.24 0.03
RI.2+2.stop+RP.4+4 0.24 0.04
RI.2+2+RP.2+2 0.24 0.03
RP.2+2_RI.2+2 0.24 0.03
RP.4+4_RI.2+2 0.24 0.04

For both SEPR and SEPR-X development sets, a combination of an RI
model with a context window size of 4+4 and an RP model with 4+4 context
window size in the summing similarity scores setting were among the top recall
scores, 0.25 for SEPR and 0.17 for SEPR-X.
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Table 5.2: SEPR-X word space parameter optimization results.

Model configuration Recall Standard deviation
RI.4+4+RP.4+4 0.17 0.06
RI.4+4_RP.4+4 0.17 0.06
RP.4+4 0.17 0.05
RI.1+1+RP.4+4 0.16 0.06
RI.2+2+RP.4+4 0.16 0.05
RI.2+2_RP.4+4 0.16 0.04
RI.4+4+RP.2+2 0.16 0.06
RP.2+2 0.16 0.06

5.2 Filtering expansion words - parameter
optimization

Given the expansion words, extracted from clinical word spaces or baseline
corpora (the baselines are more thoroughly accounted for in 5.4), a filter was
applied in order to generate candidate expansions. The filter was defined as a
set of requirements, which had to be met in order for the expansion word to
be extracted as a candidate expansion. The requirements were that the initial
letter of the abbreviation and expansion word had to be identical. All the letters
of the abbreviation also had to be present in the expansion word in the same
order.

When using a distance measure for approximate string matching, one will
usually consider the words that are within a small distance for extraction of
plausible target strings. From an abbreviation expansion perspective, we cannot,
however, expect that the correct target string will be the one with the smallest
distance to the source string, rather that the distribution of distances between
abbreviations and expansions contains from small to fairly large distances. One
would therefore want to allow for a maximum value for string length difference
when extracting the list of expansion candidates that are to be considered in
the Levenshtein normalization step.

String length difference was thus also a part of the requirements: the ex-
pansion word had to be at least one character longer than the abbreviation. In
order to define an upper boundary for expansion token length, string length
differences of the SEPR and SEPR-X development sets were computed.

The motivation behind this was to obtain an interval of string length dif-
ferences where most instances of the development set abbreviation-expansion
pairs were covered, and subsequently only allow for extraction of expansion
candidates that were within this interval.

Table 5.3 displays the distribution of string length differences for
abbreviation-expansion pairs in the SEPR and SEPR-X development sets, where
the middle column shows the proportion of abbreviation-expansion pairs in the
development sets folds at a specific string length difference (which is given as
number of characters in the leftmost column), as an average over five folds.
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Table 5.3: String length difference distribution for abbreviation-expansion pairs. Average
(Avg) proportion over five folds at each string length difference (Str diff) with standard
deviation (SDev) in SEPR and SEPR-X development sets.

SEPR SEPR SEPR-X SEPR-X
Str diff Avg % SDev Avg % SDev

1 1.3 0.3 1.3 0.5
2 4.3 0.5 4.3 0.3
3 13.2 1 14.3 1.3
4 12.5 0.9 15.2 0.9
5 13.2 1.3 16 2
6 12.1 0.6 11.3 0.5
7 9.1 0.8 9 0.6
8 9.3 1.1 9.1 1.6
9 5.5 0.7 4.6 0.6

10 3.6 0.6 2.6 0.5
11 3.2 0.5 2.6 0.4
12 2.7 0.6 2.6 0.4
13 1.3 0.5 1.3 0.5
14 3.5 1 2.2 0.8
15 1 0.7 1.2 0.5
16 1.6 0.4 0.4 0.2
17 0.2 0.1
18 0.8 0.3 1.1 0.1
20 0.2 0.1
21 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.2

The distribution of string length differences for abbreviation-expansion pairs
in the SEPR development set ranged from 1 to 21 characters. If a maximum
string length difference of 14 was allowed, 95.2% of the abbreviation-expansion
pairs were covered.

The distribution of string length differences of the SEPR-X development
set also ranged from 1 to 21 characters. If a string length difference of up to
and including 14 characters was allowed, 96.3% of the abbreviation-expansion
pairs were covered. Thus, a maximum difference in string length of 14 was also
required for the expansion word to be extracted as a candidate expansion.

5.3 Levenshtein distance normalization -
parameter optimization

Given the set of filtered candidate expansions for the abbreviations, choosing
the correct one can be seen as a normalization problem. The goal is to map a
source word to a target word, similarly to, for instance, spelling correction. The
target word is chosen from a list of words, and the choice is based on the distance
between the source and the target, a small distance equals high plausibility.
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Abbreviation expansion can thus be viewed as a normalization problem, where
abbreviations are normalized into their expanded forms. However, we cannot
adopt the same assumptions as for the spelling correction problem, where the
most common distance between a source word and the correct target word
is 1 (Kukich, 1992). Intuitively, we can expect that there are abbreviations
that expand to words within a larger distance than 1. It would seem somewhat
useless to abbreviate words by one character only, although it is not entirely
improbable. It is thus necessary to observe what distances are common for
abbreviation-expansions pairs in order to estimate what the maximum allowed
distance should be when expanding abbreviations by a normalization procedure.

The Levenshtein distances for abbreviation-expansion pairs were obtained
in a manner similar to that used for filtering expansion candidates, by measuring
string length difference to obtain a maximum value for that difference. This
was done in order to define an upper boundary for Levenshtein distance when
compiling the list of expansion candidates for subsequent evaluation. The
results are shown in Table 5.4 below.

Table 5.4: Levenshtein distance distribution for abbreviation-expansion pairs. Average
proportion over five folds at each Levensthein distance with standard deviation (SDev) in
SEPR and SEPR-X development sets.

SEPR SEPR SEPR-X SEPR-X
LD Avg % SDev Avg % SDev

1 1 0.3 0.4 0.2
2 4.6 0.4 5 0.6
3 13 1.2 14.7 1.3
4 12.2 1 15.1 0.6
5 12.7 1.3 14.5 2.2
6 12.7 0.8 12.9 0.9
7 8.4 0.7 7.8 0.3
8 10.4 1.5 9.8 2
9 5.7 0.7 4.9 0.5

10 4.1 0.7 2.9 0.3
11 3 0.5 2.6 0.4
12 3 0.6 2.6 0.4
13 3.8 5.5 1.3 0.5
14 3.5 1.1 2.2 0.8
15 1.3 0.5 1.3 0.5
16 1.6 0.4 0.4 0.2
17 0.2 0.1
18 0.8 0.3 1 0.1
20 0.2 0.1
21 0.2 0.1 0.5 0

For the SEPR development set, allowing a Levenshtein distance of up to 14
covered 97.8% of the development set abbreviation-expansion pairs. As can be
seen in Table 5.4, 96.6% of the instances in the SEPR-X development set will
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be covered if a Levenshtein distance from 2 up to 14 was allowed.
Subsequent to the filtering step, each of the abbreviations were associated

with a set of candidate expansions that were semantically related (or from
baseline corpora) and met the filter requirements. Given these filtered candidate
expansions, the Levenshtein distance for the abbreviation and each of the
candidate expansions were computed. For each one of the candidate expansions,
the Levenshtein distance was associated with the entry. The resulting list was
sorted in ascending order according to Levenshtein distance.

There are many abbreviations that expand to more than one word, especially
in the medical domain. The reason for having a static list size is that we cannot
know beforehand how many expansions to assign to each abbreviation. A list
size of ten seems to be a reasonable size to promote recall, and is also the size
used in Henriksson et al. (2012). In order for a comparison to be made to their
results, the number of expansions in the list was restricted to ten.

Going through the candidate expansion list, if the Levenshtein distance was
less than or identical to the upper bound for Levenshtein distance (14), the
candidate expansion was added to the expansion list that was subsequently
used in evaluation. In the Levenshtein distance normalization experiments, a
combination of semantically related words and words from LTK was used. When
compiling the expansion list, semantically related words were prioritized. This
implied that word space candidate expansion would occupy the top positions
in the expansion list, in ascending order according to Levenshtein distance.
The size of the list was, as stated before, restricted to ten, and the remaining
positions, if there were any, were populated by LTK candidate expansions in
ascending order according to Levenshtein distance to the abbreviation. If there
was more than one candidate expansion at a specific Levenshtein distance,
ranking of these was randomized.

5.4 Evaluation
In order to evaluate the abbreviation expansion of the current study, perfor-
mance assessment metrics precision and recall were computed (see formulas
1 and 2 in 2.2). These metrics were used with a reference standard, in this
case the abbreviation-expansion pairs of the development and test sets. Re-
call was defined as the number of abbreviations that were associated with a
list that contained the correct expansion, and precision was calculated with
regard to the position of the correct expansion in the list. How to define and
calculate precision for a classification task such as abbreviation expansion with
a predefined number of candidate expansions is not trivial. For each of the
abbreviations a list containing ten plausible expansions was produced. In forcing
the system to provide a list of ten candidate expansions, regardless of how many
labels that should be assigned (i.e. how many words the abbreviation actually
expands to) recall is prioritized. Precision will then suffer due to the fact that
for unambiguous abbreviations, i.e. abbreviations that expand to one word only,
the list will, besides the correct expansion, contain nine incorrect expansions.

The reference standard contained abbreviation-expansion pairs, as described
in 4.1.4. If any of the correct expansions (some of the abbreviations had
multiple correct expansions) were present in the expansion list provided for
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each abbreviation in the test set, this was regarded as a true positive. Precision
was computed with regard to the position of the correct expansion in the list
and the number of expansions in the expansion list, as suggested by Henriksson
(2013). For an abbreviation that expanded to one word only, this implied
that the expansion list besides holding the correct expansion, also contained
nine incorrect expansions, which was taken into account when computing
precision. As stated in Henriksson (2013), there is a motivation for focusing on
recall for tasks such as synonym extraction in clinical data. When performing
synonym extraction, in this case abbreviation expansion, one does not know
beforehand how many expansions to connect with each abbreviation. That
motivates the choice of trying to increase recall by providing a predefined
number of expansion suggestions for each of the abbreviations. When reporting
precision for a system that ranks expansion suggestion according to plausibility
(distance to the abbreviation in the current study), this ranking should be
taken into consideration. A definition of weighted precision, as suggested by
Henriksson (2013), is given below:

∑j−1
i=0(j − i)f (i)
j−1∑
i=0

j − i

,where

f (i) =
{

1 if i ∈ tp
0 otherwise

(4)

where j is specified as the length of the list of suggestions (ten in the current
study), tp is the set of true positives. The implementation of precision assigns
a score to each true positive in the list according to their ranking, sums these
scores and divides the total score by the maximum possible score (corresponding
to all j being true positives).

The evaluation procedure of the abbreviation expansion implied assessing
the ability of finding the correct expansions for abbreviations. A baseline was
created in order to evaluate the performance gain from using semantic similarity
to produce the list of candidate expansions over the use of the filtering and
normalization procedure on corpus words that were not semantically related to
the abbreviations. For the baseline, instead of extracting semantically related
words as initial expansions, initial expansion words were instead extracted
from the baseline corpora, the corpus of general Swedish SUC 3.0 and the
medical corpus LTK (see Figure 4.1 in 4). A list of all the lemma forms from
each baseline corpus (separately) was provided for each abbreviation as initial
expansion words. Note that the baseline corpora were not used to induce word
spaces, they were only used as word lists. The filter and normalization procedure
was then applied to the baseline expansion words.

Results of the SUC and LTK baseline abbreviation expansion for the SEPR
and SEPR-X development sets are given in Table 5.5. Recall is given as an
average of five folds, as cross validation was performed. The baseline achieved
overall low recall, with the lowest score of 0.08 for the SEPR-X development
set using SUC for candidate expansion extraction. The rest of the recall results
were around 0.11.
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Table 5.5: Baseline average recall for SEPR and SEPR-X development sets.

Corpus SEPR SEPR SEPR-X SEPR-X
Recall SDev Recall SDev

SUC 0.10 0.05 0.08 0.06
LTK 0.11 0.06 0.11 0.11

Results from abbreviation expansion using semantically related words with
filtering and normalization to refine the selection of expansions on SEPR and
SEPR-X development sets are shown in Table 5.6. Recall is given as an average
over five folds, as cross validation was performed.

Table 5.6: Abbreviation expansion results for SEPR and SEPR-X development sets using the
best model from parameter optimization experiments (RI.4+4+RP.4+4).

SEPR SEPR SEPR-X SEPR-X
Recall SDev Recall SDev
0.39 0.05 0.37 0.1

The semantically related words were extracted from the word space model
configuration that had the top recall scores in the parameter optimization
experiments described in 5.1, namely the combination of an RI model and
an RP model, both with 4+4 context window sizes. Recall was increased by
14 percentage points for SEPR and 20 percentage points for SEPR-X when
filtering and normalization were applied to the semantically related words.

Computing weighted precision as described above resulted in an overall
low precision, since only a few of the abbreviations in the test data set were
ambiguous. The list size was static: ten expansions were provided for each
abbreviation. Few of the abbreviations in the development set expanded to more
than one word, resulting in precision scores of 0.17-0.18 for all experiments.
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6 Results

In this chapter, the results of the final evaluation of the abbreviation expansion
are presented, i.e. abbreviation expansion performed on the SEPR and SEPR-X
test sets. In addition, some examples of the abbreviations expanded with the
current method will be given.

6.1 Expansion word extraction
The models and model combinations that achieved the best recall scores in the
word space parameter optmization were also evaluated on the test set. The
models that had top recall scores in 5.1 achieved 0.20 and 0.18 for SEPR and
SEPR-X test sets respectively, compared to 0.25 and 0.17 in the word space
parameter optimization (Table 6.1).

Table 6.1: Extraction of expansion words for SEPR and SEPR-X development (dev) and test
sets.

Recall dev Recall test
SEPR 0.25 0.20
SEPR-X 0.17 0.18

6.2 Filtering expansion words and Levenshtein
distance normalization

Abbreviation expansion with filtering and normalization was evaluated on the
SEPR and SEPR-X test sets.

Baseline recall scores were 0.09 and 0.08 for SUC and LTK respectively,
showing a lower score for LTK compared to the results on the SEPR develop-
ment set. Evaluation on the SEPR-X test set gave higher recall scores for both
baseline corpora: the SUC result increased by 8 percentage points for recall.
For LTK, there was an increase in recall of 3 percentage points.

For abbreviation expansion (with filtering and normalization) using semanti-
cally correlated words in combination with LTK, the best recall score was 0.38
for the SEPR test set, compared to 0.39 for the same model evaluated on the
SEPR development set. Compared to the results of using semantically related
words only, recall increased by 18 percentage points for the same model when
filtering and normalization was applied. The results are summarized in Table
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SEPR SEPR-X
SUC 0.09 0.16
LTK 0.08 0.14
Expansion word extraction 0.20 0.18
Filtering and normalization 0.38 0.40

Table 6.2: SEPR and SEPR-X test set results in abbreviation expansion.

6.2. For the SEPR-X test set recall increased by 22 percentage points when
filtering and normalization was applied to semantically related words extracted
from the best model configuration.

Figure 6.1: Error rate reduction in abbreviation expansion.

In comparison to the results of Henriksson et al. (2012), where recall of
the best model is 0.31 without and 0.42 with post-processing of the expansion
words for word spaces induced from the data set (i.e., an increase in recall by
11 percentage points), the filtering and normalization procedure for expansion
words of the current study yielded an increase by 18 percentage points1. The
error rate reduction is shown in Figure 6.1

6.3 Abbreviations and suggested expansions
To further assess the normalization procedure applied for selection of expansion
candidates, some of the output from abbreviation expansion is presented in this
section. Abbreviation expansion output samples in Tables 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6
are typical instances of correct and incorrect abbreviation expansion with the

1The same subset of the SEPR Corpus, referred to as SEPR in the current study, was used in
Henriksson et al. (2012) for word space induction, therefore a comparison is made to the SEPR
test set results of the current study.
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current method. The proportion of the set of correct expansions compared to
the set of incorrect expansions presented here is not representative of system
recall.

Table 6.3: SEPR: correctly expanded abbreviations.

Abbreviation Correct expansion Suggested expansions
sdh subduralhematom subduralhematom, siadh, stendah,

sandhög, swedish, smidigh, std/hiv,
sadeghi, sjödahl

tg triglycerider triglycerider, tvångssyndrom, thyreoglobulin,
tyg, tga, tag, tåg, teg, tage

klin klinisk klinik, klinisk, kölin, klint, kline, klein, kalin,
klient, kollin

usk undersköterska uska, undersköterska, utsikt, utsökt, ursäkt,
ursäka, ursäkta, utsjoki, utskott

dt datortomografi dexamätning, datortomografi, dtp, dht, dit,
dxt, det, ddt, d4t

dx dexter dex, dexter, dmx, dxt, doxa, dax1, datex,
dexof, diamox

ls lokalstatus likaså, lymfstas, likaledes, lokalstatus,
lättundersöka, läs, lsu, lsr, lsd

ssk sjuksköterska ssjk, sköterska, sjukskjuta, sjukgymnastik,
sjuksköterska, stomisköterska, skolsköterskan,
ssik, snusk

nt nit någpt, nytagen, naturlig, neurortgronden,
ngt, nit, nts, nät, nmt

gg gång ggn, ggr, gngn, gpng, gympaintyg, g/kg, gage,
gagn, gång

Table 6.3 shows a selection of the SEPR test set abbreviations that were
correctly expanded, i.e. the correct expansion was present among the ten
suggestions provided. Common for all of the abbreviations presented in Table
6.3 is that two or more characters from the long form are used to form the
abbreviation, intuitively it seems that abbreviation expansion by means of
filtering and string distance normalization would work best if more than one
character from the long form is used to form an abbreviation. If the abbreviation
and expansion pairs in addition to that contain letters that are less common,
it would further increase the chance of being able to expand the abbreviation,
given that the correct expansion is present among the extracted expansion
words.

The order of the candidate expansions in Table 6.3 is ranked, with the
smallest distance at the top of the list. An exception goes for the semantically
related words which were prioritized in expansion regardless of the Leven-
shtein distance to the abbreviation; these occupy the top positions of the list.
This can be seen in the topmost row in Table 6.3, where the top suggestion
subduralhematom for the abbreviation sdh has the largest string and Leven-
sthein distance among the expansion suggestions. The same goes for other
abbreviations presented in Table 6.3.

Some of the expansion suggestions are abbreviations themselves, since these
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were not excluded from the data used for word space induction or baseline
corpora. In some cases, these abbreviations are other abbreviation variants, that
expand to the same long form, as in the case of gg and ggr for gång (at the
bottom of Table 6.3).

Table 6.4: SEPR-X: correctly expanded abbreviations.

Abbreviation Correct expansion Suggested expansions
ant anterior anterior, anteriors, antó, anti, aant, anta,

antal, agent, analt
sjd sjukdom sjukdom, sjuda, sjutid, sjunde, sjukdag,

sjödjur, sjeljud, sjödahl, sjölund
susp suspekt suspekt, slutspel, subsepsis, snusstopp,

slutspela, suspected, sakkunskap, suspension,
spjutspets

öl överläkare överläker, överläkare, öll, ödla, ögla, ödlan,
ödsla, öcell, öland

frakt fraktur förakt, frankt, fraktur, förakta, fraktion,
framkomst, föraktlig, framkasta, förankrat

cx cervix cortex, cirkumflexan, ctx, cervix, cognex,
cardex, complex, coxiell, cardiax

cer cerebri cerebi, cerbri, cerevri,
ceribri, cebebri, cerebri, cererbri, cerebria,
cerebris

iv intravenös ivi, ivk, intravös, intraven, intavenös,
intraveös, inravenös, intravenös

Similar observations can be made for the SEPR-X test set abbreviations
presented in Table 6.4. Again, this is a selection of the abbreviations that were
correctly expanded. Expanding an abbreviation formed from two or more
characters of the long form, in combination with the correct expansion being
present among the semantically similar words retrieved from the word space
seems to be working fairly well.

As for the abbreviations of the SEPR and SEPR-X test sets that were not
expanded correctly, a selection can be found in Table 6.5 and Table 6.6.
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Table 6.5: SEPR incorrectly expanded abbreviations.

Abbreviation Correct expansion Suggested expansions
ca calcium cirak, circa, cirka, cikra, celiaki, cia, cja, cav,

cag
e enterococcus enh, enhet, eflowe, erhålla, erhållr, efterfrå,

elekroniskt, elektronisk, elektronsikt
gi gastrointestinal gastointestinal, gis, gin, gir, gic, giv, giva,

gudi, gics
med medial meda, medd, medi, medl, meder, medex,

medel, metod, medta
onk onkologi onkolog, onkologen, onkologmott, onik, onkog,

onkel, ondska, onkgen, oönska
väs väsentligen väsentl, väsentlig, väsntligt, väsenligen,

väsentlien, väsentligt, väsentigen, väsntligen,
väsetligen

The topmost row in Table 6.5 contains expansion suggestions (circa and
cirka) that are actually valid long forms of the abbreviation ca, but according to
the test data abbreviation-expansion pairs none of them are the intended long
form.

The bottom-most row is a good example of how spelling correction might
have affected the results. Among the ten suggestions are different (all but
one invalid) spelling variants of the correct long form, thus none of them
match the correct expansion. The same goes for gi which should be expanded
to gastrointestinal, where the correct expansion is found but in a misspelled
variant.

Table 6.6: SEPR-X: incorrectly expanded abbreviations.

Abbreviation Correct expansion Suggested expansions
t tablett, timmar toa, tesla, tvären, toalett, tt, tm, th, tc, t3
bt blodtryck bltr, bidirektionell, bit, but, bmt, bot, byt,

båt, bent
klin klinisk klinfyslab, klein, kalin, kölin, klint, kline,

klinga, kollin, klinik
la lokalanestesi lingula, luftvägarna, lillhjärnan, law, lay,

lab, lag, laf, lad
sc subcutant scinitgrafi, sic, scl, scb, sca, scn, scs, sach,

saco
thyr thyreoidea thyreoidealob, thyreoideapol,

thyreoideahormon, thyreoideacancer,
thyreoideasystem, trötthetssyndrom,
thyreoideaadenom, tyrosinhydroxylas,
thyreoideasjukdom
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7 Discussion

The results of performing abbreviation expansion on the SEPR test set gave
recall scores of 0.09 and 0.08 for the SUC and LTK baselines. Expansion
word extraction achieved 0.20 recall, and when filtering and normalization
were applied, recall was 0.38 for the same test set. For SEPR-X, the SUC
and LTK baseline recall scores were 0.16 and 0.14, expansion word extraction
achieved 0.18, and recall was increased to 0.40 when the filter and normalization
procedure was applied.

Compared to using word space models alone, the filtering and Levenshtein
normalization increased recall by 18 and 22 percentage points for SEPR and
SEPR-X respectively. The baseline scores were quite low, with recall at 0.09
and 0.16 for SEPR and SEPR-X. In contradiction to what was expected, the
baseline implementation where SUC was used for expansion word extraction
gave slightly higher recall scores than that of LTK, despite LTK being a corpus
of medical Swedish.

The filter combined with the Levenshtein normalization procedure to refine
candidate expansion selection showed an improvement compared to using post-
processing rules, recall was increased by 18 percentage points in the current
study compared to 11 percentage points in Henriksson et al. (2012).

The best recall results in the current study, however, remain around 0.40
as in Henriksson et al. (2012), as the word space expansion word extraction
yielded lower recall scores in the current study. The results were expected to
be roughly the same, since the SEPR corpus was used for word space induction,
the same data set as in Henriksson et al. (2012). The 3-fold cross validation
that was implemented for the word space parameter optimization also showed
a fairly large standard deviation, which indicates that word space parameter
optimization for abbreviation expansion might need to be investigated further
in order to produce more stable results.

In the expansion word extraction experiments (including the word space
parameter optimization), the SEPR-X data set consistently gave lower recall
scores compared to that of SEPR (see Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 6.1). This was in
contradiction to what was expected. Since the SEPR-X data set only contained
records from radiology units, and not records from a variety of clinical units as
in the case of the SEPR data, the word space co-occurrence information was
hypothesized to give better results due to repetitive data. A possible explanation
for this is that preprocessing of data might have varied between the data sets,
for example exclusion of sentences with little or no clinical content. Since word
context in a word space is accumulated without taking sentence boundaries
into account, this may have affected the results. However, the SEPR data set
was approximately 2.5 times larger than the SEPR-X data set; more data will
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potentially give more observations of the same terms. In order to fully enable a
comparison between the data sets, it would have been preferable to include two
data sets of the same size in the current experiments. This was unfortunately not
the case for the current study, as there were fewer of the radiology examination
reports compared to the set of records that were from various clinical units. A
sampling procedure could have been undertaken in order to obtain two data
sets of the same size, but as the word space induction will yield a better result
with a large data set, that was instead prioritized.

The increase in recall when applying the filter and normalization procedure
showed an improvement compared to using post-processing rules only. The
normalization procedure should, however, be elaborated in order to be able to
confidently claim that Levenshtein distance normalization is a better approach
to expansion candidate selection. The output from abbreviation expansion
indicated that abbreviations and expansion pairs with a small distance (string
and Levenshtein) between them are more likely to be correctly expanded.
Using a distance measure for normalization, this seems intuitive. However, it
is not uncommon for abbreviation-expansion pairs to have a large distance
between them. As shortening of this distance is desirable for this approach
to abbreviation expansion, the next step would be to introduce a weighted
Levenshtein distance algorithm. The weights could be based on frequently
occurring edits between abbreviations and expansions, assigning lower weights
to, for example, deletion of vowels, which seems to be a common edit operation
when abbreviating words. A suggestion for future work is thus to introduce
such weights based on frequently occurring edits between abbreviations and
expansions in order to elaborate the normalization procedure.

An alternative approach to enhance performance is to add more linguistic
knowledge to the filter. Abbreviations conform to three formation categories,
and manual inspection of the test data shows that clinical abbreviations follow
the same formation patterns as conventional abbreviations, despite being non-
standard and domain specific. A set of pattern rules could be defined and applied
to the abbreviations and candidate expansions, to further refine candidate
selection.

An inherent property of words spaces is that it only models contexts of
unigrams. As a result of this, abbreviations that expand to more than one
word (such as in the case of acronyms) are not handled using a distributional
semantics approach to abbreviation expansion. The approach presented in this
study is thus limited to abbreviations that translate into one full length word.
Future research should include word space compositionality for abbreviation
expansion, i.e. handling multiword expressions in order to process acronyms
and initialisms.

As this approach to abbreviation expansion is targeting undefined clinical
abbreviations, there is an advantage in investigating statistical and/or distance
measures to perform this task, due to the fact that tools for linguistic analyses
are at present insufficient for unstructured clinical text. Preprocessing of the
data used for word space induction is however necessary. The lemmatization of
the clinical text used for word space induction left some words in their original
form, causing test data and semantically related words to be morphologically
discrepant. If a lemmatization method adapted to clinical data had been used, it
might have lead to improved results. Another preprocessing method that could
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be added is spelling correction. Spelling errors were frequent in the clinical text,
and abbreviations were sometimes normalized into a misspelled variant of the
correct expansion. Neither lemmatization or spelling correction for clinical data
are trivial tasks, and more effort needs to be put into the current research area.

Although the recall results for expansion word extraction were a bit lower
than that of Henriksson et al. (2012), the current study shows that the distribu-
tional semantic approach to abbreviation expansion is a viable method for this
task. The relative difference of applying a filter and normalization procedure
shows an improvement from using post-processing rules, suggesting that the
Levenshtein distance normalization might be an approach worth elaborating
further. A few issues are stated below, being consequences of the results of the
current study.

• Word space parameter optimization for abbreviation expansion should
be investigated further, in order to assess the robustness of the current
approach. Parameter settings for dimensionality of the word space vectors
has not yet been explored in the setting of abbreviation expansion.

• The impact of preprocessing of clinical data for word space induction
should be assessed.

• The current approach is limited due to not handling abbreviations that ex-
pand to multiword expansions. This should be added in order to increase
recall of the current method.

• Linguistic analyses should be added to the current method in order to
enhance performance, e.g. lemmatization for clinical text and domain
adapted spelling correction.

• The evaluation of the current study does not tell us anything about
what impact this approach to abbreviation expansion has on readability
of patient records. This should be assessed by means of an extrinsic
evaluation, a matter to be pursued in future research.
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8 Conclusions

In the current study, automatic expansion of abbreviations consisting of unigram
full-length words in clinical texts was presented. A distributional semantic
approach was applied by using word space models, and this was combined
with Levenshtein distance measures to choose the correct candidate among the
semantically related words. The results show that the correct expansion of the
abbreviation was found in 40% of the cases, an improvement by 24 percentage
points compared to the baseline (0.16) and an increase by 22 percentage points
compared to using word space models alone (0.18). Applying Levenshtein
distance to refine the selection of semantically related candidate expansions
yielded a total recall of 0.38 and 0.40 for radiology reports and medical health
records, respectively.
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